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Uniser, being a cooperative, welcomes new members on its board every year. 
To do so, each person who wants to become a member has to follow a path 
composed of several steps. 

To make the welcoming process more user-friendly and fun;

To help future members to understand the steps to follow.

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

It is simple to adapt to different organisations.

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

It allows Uniser’s stakeholders to get to know the future member better through the 
sharing of a personal passion that a person links to the cooperative;

The badges are validated by the mentor who helps the member; 

The process has been proven to be efficient. 

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

WELCOMING NEW 
MEMBERS TO YOUR 
ORGANISATION ITALY
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:  UNISER

https://www.uniser.net/contact_eng.html
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Youth exchanges allow groups of young people from different countries to meet, live 
together and work on shared projects for short periods. On a youth exchange, you can 
expect to participate in activities such as workshops, exercises, debates, role-plays, 
outdoor activities and more. How to make this learning process fun and tangible?

To motivate learning, support reflection and collection of evidence throughout the 
international youth exchange;

To link with the activities and key competences of lifelong learning.

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

Anyone can import the badge system and adapt to own youth exchange;

People can get presentation and materials to support the use of the badge system;

The logic of the system can be adapted to other mobility projects;

Read more at European Badge Alliance project website;

Read an article about Youth Exchangers badge system at the Educational Tools Portal. 

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

Badges are directly linked with the activities usually happening in the youth exchange;

The system was promoted and described on several publications and articles and 
became discoverable.

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

OPEN BADGES IN 
YOUTH EXCHANGES LITHUANIA 
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:  LITHUANIAN ASSOCIATION OF NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

https://www.neformaliai.lt/en/kontaktai/
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Youth for Exchange and Understanding (YEU) has an ongoing practice to use 
an online badge system to validate and recognize learning through 
self-assessment of skills and achievements. Being the international youth 
network with 33 member organizations in 27 countries around Europe and 
North Africa, where each of member organization has a different focus, area of 
expertise and approach when it comes to implementation of short and long 
term mobilities, YEU created different badge systems for its members.

To create a structure;

To provide a flexibility when it comes to recognition of skills and knowledge gained. 

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

It shows the way how to adapt similar structure to your organisation.

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

The ability to adjust and create a particular badge system for different events 
(mobilities) and target skills and competences which in cooperation with 
trainers/facilitators can be achieved together with participants;

It gives a tool for the recognition of skills.

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

BADGES FOR 
INTERNATIONAL 
TRAINING ACTIVITIES INTERNATIONAL
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:  YEU INTERNATIONAL

http://www.yeu-international.org/contacts
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2019 marked the 10th anniversary of cooperation between the European Union and the 
Eastern Partnership countries. Eastern Partnership Youth Forum was the fourth conference 
dedicated to issues which matter young people, organised in the margins of the Eastern 
Partnership Summit. The event gathered around 250 participants: young people,
 organizations and institutions working with youth, delegates from “Erasmus+” 
programme countries, experts of European Union and other international representatives.

To recognise participation and learning during the event;

To motivate curiosity and engagement in diverse activities during the event;

To provide possibility collecting evidence (photos, reflections) as a result of 
participation in the event;

To explore how a digital tool (like Open Badges) can be used to recognise achievements 
at the international event. 

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

To re-use ideas of badges and tasks to accomplish during a massive event;

To use badges for providing recognition to one’s event participants;

To mainstream learning in a massive event;

To add some design thinking and fun aspects to a serious educational and political event. 

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

It gives recognition for learning and participation in a massive event;

It allows to signpost learning opportunities during the event; 

It gives a free choice of activities and each learning achievement has a badge to be earned;

It is effective communication of achievements through design and visuals. 

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

THE 4TH EASTERN 
PARTNERSHIP 
YOUTH FORUM LITHUANIA 
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:  AGENCY OF INTERNATIONAL YOUTH COOPERATION

https://www.jtba.lt/en/about-us/
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National youth volunteering service is implemented by the Department of Youth 
Affairs under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour. It is an intensive 6-month 
volunteering program for youth aged 14 to 29. Young people volunteer at least 40 
hours a month at a selected accredited host organization and receive an approved 
document attesting to the skills acquired or reinforced during their service. For the 
development of certificates, the mentors working in the program use Open Badges 
as a tool for reflection and capturing gained competencies. 

To recognise competences and skills gained during volunteering period;

To link 8 key competences for lifelong learning; 

To motivate service users.

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

It can be used for recognizing volunteering elsewhere;

Impact research showed missing parts – lessons can be used by others too. 

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

The idea came from the service coordinators – it allows to keep the idea sustainable;

Department of Youth Affairs reached a deal to get the recognition for volunteering – 
extra admission points to universities.

It involves mentors and key stakeholders in the system design;

It solves a problem of paper-based self-assessment with tasks non-relevant for 
volunteering context.

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

NATIONAL YOUTH 
VOLUNTEERING 
SERVICE

LITHUANIA 
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:  DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AFFAIRS

Impact research

https://jrd.lt/kontaktai/kontaktai-2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zrh80SflveyjaVzMVZXIsUmD-1A-PSzB/view
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A system of recognition of competences acquired by volunteers while doing 
European Voluntary Service (EVS) was developed within the framework of the 
Trusted Badge System. The project consisted of a series of workshops aimed 
at the development and recognition of competences for further employment, 
supported with the system of badges created for these workshops.

To motivate learning for employment; 

To promote additional tool for the recognition among local stakeholders. 

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

It can be used for recognizing volunteering elsewhere;

It helps to develop soft skills and motivation for the labour market.

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

Local employees were informed about the badge system. Due to this, 
awareness and recognition were increased;

It is a good tool to motivate local youth to get employment and create a CV. 

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

BADGES FOR 
GETTING 
EMPLOYMENT

SPAIN
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:   CAZALLA INTERCULTURAL

http://cazalla-intercultural.org/contacto/
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Putting the informal and non-formal competencies attained in the NGO field into 
words enables the individual and his / her organisation or community to come to an 
understanding of the skills and competences attained in NGO activities and how 
these competencies can be used in other fields of life.

To recognize competencies concerning digital skills, good governance and education.

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

Any NGO that wants to recognize digital skills, skills in good governance or educational 
skills and competencies attained in their activities can use the badge family;

Start using these badges by contacting Specialist Lotta Pakanen 
(lotta.pakanen@sivis.fi) at the Sivis Study Centre.

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

Learning paths can consist of different subjects on the same level of complexity or of 
parts that shows the deepening of knowledge and skills in one subject;

The use of multi-layered badges makes it easier for the individual and the NGO to 
visualise a learning path leading towards further development of personal skills and 
competencies and the NGO’s key competencies;

The skills and competence attained can be recognised and validated at different 
educational levels, in working life and in other NGOs;

It empowers the individual and recognizes the role of NGOs as important learning 
environments and strengthens their role in society.

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

MAKING LEARNING PATHS
VISIBLE WITH MULTI-LAYERED 
OPEN BADGES RECOGNIZING 
COMPETENCIES ATTAINED IN 
THE NGO FIELD 

FINLAND
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:   SIVIS STUDY CENTRE

lotta.pakanen@sivis.fi

can use the badge family

https://www.ok-sivis.fi/en/sivis-study-centre.html
mailto:lotta.pakanen%40sivis.fi?subject=
https://www.ok-sivis.fi/palvelut/osaamisen-tunnistaminen-ja-tunnustaminen/osaamismerkit/jarjestoosaamismerkit.html
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Global Citizenship Education (GCED) aims to empower learners of all ages to assume 
active roles, both locally and globally, in building more peaceful, tolerant, inclusive and 
secure societies. GCED is based on the three domains of learning: cognitive, 
socio-emotional and behavioural.

To develop students’ and teachers’ global citizenship, awareness and abilities to tackle global issues;

To promote intercultural competences and environmental awareness;

To appreciate and recognise the achievements of students and teachers active in UNESCO ASPnetschools.

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

Any organisation doing global education aligned to the SDG goals can easily adapt and use this system;

Professional design of badges and supporting communication material is available;

The report from piloting badges in UNESCO ASPnetschools is available as a reference for 
learning from this experience;

The system embeds a self-directed learning approach.

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

Badge system design included a detailed analysis of what UNESCO ASPnetschools do and involved 
students and teachers in the design process;

Badge system was first piloted in 3 schools, evaluated using an online survey and focus groups and 
then improved to scale in other schools of the network;

Open Badges are aligned to SDG goals which are global and rather well known and regarded. The 
badge design uses colours and symbols from the official SDG goals;

Tasks follow the UNESCO recommended model of education: research the issue, plan actions, 
implement change, reflect and disseminate results; 

Cooperation with an institutional partner – Lithuanian National Commission for UNESCO;

In the 2nd year, the programme reached agreements with several endorsers;

Students well perceived and appreciated Open Badges.

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

ACHIEVEMENT 
PROGRAMME FOR 
GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP 
EDUCATION

LITHUANIA 
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:  LITHUANIAN ASSOCIATION OF NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

https://www.neformaliai.lt/en/kontaktai/
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The multilingual open badges developed in the SCOPE (Skills Recognition, Capacity Building 
and Professional Education for the Third Sector) project, recognise skills and knowledge at 
a basic level attained during an on-line course on governance, communication, risk 
management, finances and fundraising. Another example of competence-based badges are 
the badges recognizing the skills and competencies attained in NGO trustee positions and 
voluntary tasks. The badges cover the following: Chairman, Treasurer, Secretary, 
Communications officer, Event organizer and Peer supporter.

To describe the competences, skills and knowledge attained in NGO activities with 
competence-based wording.

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

Organisations interested in this multilingual badge family recognizing knowledge and skills 
attained during a course can contact Specialist Kirsi Ahonen (kirsi.ahonen@sivis.fi) or 
Specialist Annika Tahvanainen-Jaatinen (annika.tahvanainen-jaatinen@ok-sivis.fi) at the 
Sivis Study Centre. It is not possible to start using these SCOPE badges directly as they are 
connected to a certain online course. 

If you are interested in the badges recognizing the skills and competencies attained in 
NGO trustee positions or voluntary tasks, please contact Specialist Lotta Pakanen 
(lotta.pakanen@sivis.fi) at the Sivis Study Centre.

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

By using competence-based criteria it is possible to indicate at what level the skill or 
competence is.

The use of competence-based wording in the badge criteria encourages the NGOs to pay 
attention to the quality of their activities, key competencies of the organisation and to the 
importance of having clear task descriptions.

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

THE BENEFITS OF 
COMPETENCE-BASED 
BADGE CRITERIA 

FINLAND
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:   SIVIS STUDY CENTRE

SCOPE

NGO trustee positions and
voluntary tasks

competence-based criteria

kirsi.ahonen@sivis.fi
annika.tahvanainen-jaatinen@ok-sivis.fi

lotta.pakanen@sivis.fi

https://www.ok-sivis.fi/en/sivis-study-centre.html
https://www.wheel.ie/about-us/projects/european-projects
https://www.ok-sivis.fi/media/vapaaehtoistoiminta_esite.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-uv6_B7ArgmnJUCT_ETaldaw8Pa75eel/view
mailto:kirsi.ahonen%40sivis.fi?subject=
mailto:annika.tahvanainen-jaatinen%40ok-sivis.fi?subject=
mailto:lotta.pakanen%40sivis.fi?subject=
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ESCO is the European multilingual classification of Skills, Competences, Qualifications 
and Occupations. It systematically demonstrates the relationships between these 
different concepts. ESCO forms part of the Europe 2020 strategy. 

To fill narrow gaps concerning, i.e. competencies that qualifications nor working life 
produce;

To cover the following skills and competencies: independent working, creativity
communication, teamworking, digital, organisational, learning and multicultural skills.

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

All badge issuing organisations can benefit from issuing cross-cutting general skills 
badges that can easily be recognised and used in all areas of life;

Any organisation interested in aligning their badges to ESCO or in exploring the 
possibility to use badges recognising cross-cutting general skills, please contact 
Specialist Lotta Pakanen (lotta.pakanen@sivis.fi) at the Sivis Study Centre.

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

The ESCO alignment enables comparison of competencies to qualifications and the 
vocational competence requirements at national and European level;

The ESCO alignment gives access to national systems for qualifications and working 
life competencies;

It connects skills attained and needed in different areas of life.

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

RECOGNITION OF 
CROSS-CUTTING GENERAL 
SKILLS AND ALIGNMENT 
TO THE ESCO

FINLAND
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:   SIVIS STUDY CENTRE

lotta.pakanen@sivis.fi

ESCO

following skills and competencies

https://www.ok-sivis.fi/en/sivis-study-centre.html
mailto:lotta.pakanen%40sivis.fi?subject=
https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/home?resetLanguage=true&newLanguage=en
https://www.ok-sivis.fi/media/tyoelamataidot-_esite.pdf
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Eurodesk network has adopted a “Competence Framework of Eurodesk Mobility Advisors” 
that provides a common framework about the key competences involved in such a role. 
The current framework contains 12 competencies, grouped into 3 competences area. 
Each competence contains a short definition and a list of behavioural indicators. 
Eurodesk Lithuania adopted this framework for young volunteers who act as mobility 
ambassadors in Lithuania. 

To adapt the framework for young volunteers in a youth-friendly way;

To reinforce the clarity of the role, and the recognition and the identity of Eurodesk 
Lithuania volunteers;

To motivate young people for an active long-term volunteering. 

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

It shows the way how to adapt formal methodologies or tools in a youth-friendly way.

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

For the national coordinator of Eurodesk Lithuania, it helps to organise a sustainable 
and systematic work among young volunteers;

It supports the training and development plan and the overall quality of young 
volunteers network while giving greater visibility and recognition to the work of 
Eurodesk Lithuania.

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

BADGES FOR COMPETENCE 
FRAMEWORK OF EURODESK 
MOBILITY ADVISORS

LITHUANIA
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:   EURODESK LITHUANIA

“Competence Framework of Eurodesk Mobility Advisors”

http://www.zinauviska.lt/en/about-us/contact-details
https://eurodesk.eu/projects/competence-framework/
https://eurodesk.eu/projects/competence-framework/
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Youth for Exchange and Understanding (YEU) has an ongoing practice to use an 
online badge system to validate and recognize learning through self-assessment of 
skills and achievements. YEU developed a specific set of badges that can help 
member organizations and their volunteers/staff members to go through an entire 
week in a more meaningful and constructive way during Coronavirus isolation. Each 
badge correspondents to a day in a week and its consisted of 3 different tasks to be 
fulfilled in order for the badge to be claimed. 

To act as a team-building activity while in isolation/social distancing;

To maintain mental and physical hygiene and be a valuable player in offline/online 
local communities. 

BADGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

The most important benefit is the complete flexibility of the system to adapt to your 
needs no matter being educational or leisure ones;

It is highly adjustable not only as a support when it comes to educational activities and 
learning processes but also as a team-building activity e.g. treasure hunt where each 
participant/group needs to upload a photo/video of task completed and obtain a badge 
out of many in exercise.

HOW CAN OTHERS BENEFIT?

It helps to build the competences of trainers and follow their development; 

It has also shown as a more adjusted method through which trainers can follow learning 
process and needs of participants and if needed to be adjusted during mobility activities.

WHY IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

ONE WEEK AGAINST 
CORONAVIRUS INTERNATIONAL
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WANT TO FIND MORE? CONTACT:  YEU INTERNATIONAL

http://www.yeu-international.org/contacts



